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This paper deals with the measure-theoretical entropy of a linear

cellular automaton (LCA) Tf @-l,rD : 
m Ø m , generated by a bipermutative local rule f Ix-l , … , xr M  ⁄ri-l ai xi Hmod mL (m ¥ 2 and l,
r œ + ), with respect to the Bernoulli measure mp on 
m defined by a
probability vector p  Ip0 , p1 , … , pm-1 M. We prove that the measure
entropy of the one-dimensional LCA Tf @-l,rD with respect to any
p log pi .
Bernoulli measure mp is equal to - Hl + rL ⁄m-1
i0 i

1. Introduction

Cellular automata (CAs), discovered by Ulam and von Neumann,
have been systematically studied by Hedlund from a purely mathematical point of view [1]. The study of CAs from the viewpoint of
ergodic theory has received remarkable attention in the past few years
[2, 3], because CAs have been widely investigated in many disciplines
(e.g., mathematics, physics, and computer science). The study of the
endomorphisms and the automorphisms of the full shift and its subshifts was begun by Hedlund in [1].
Although linear cellular automata (LCAs) theory and the entropy
of these LCAs have developed somewhat independently, there are
strong connections between entropy theory and CA theory. The
reader is referred to [1, 4] for a definition and some properties of onedimensional LCAs.
The notion of entropy has been widely studied in a number of disciplines (e.g., computer science, mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
information theory) with different purposes. This notion first arose in
thermodynamics as a measure of the heat absorbed (or emitted),
when external work is done on a system. In probability theory, it
constitutes a measure of the uncertainty.
There are several well-known notions of entropy (e.g., measure
entropy, topological entropy, directional entropy, and rotational
entropy) of the measure-preserving transformation on the probability
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measure entropies of invariant measures [5]. In information theory, it
is known that these measures carry the maximal amount of informa-
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entropy, topological entropy, directional entropy, and rotational
of the
space in ergodic theory [2, 5|9]. It is important to know how these
notions are related to each other. For example, recall that by the variational principle, the topological entropy is the supremum of the
measure entropies of invariant measures [5]. In information theory, it
is known that these measures carry the maximal amount of information of the system.
In [10], Coven and Paul have shown that a CA is onto if and only
if it preserves the Bernoulli measure mp on 
m defined by the uniform
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probability vector Im-1 , … , m-1 M. In [1], Hedlund proved that if a
CA Tf A-l,rE has a right or left permutative rule, then it is onto; or,
equivalently, Tf A-l,rE preserves the uniform Bernoulli measure mp .
In [2], the measure entropy of a LCA is computed with respect to
the uniform Bernoulli measure for the case ai  1, for all i œ m .
Applying the results known for the topological entropy of a LCA, it
was proved that the uniform Bernoulli measure is the maximal
measure for these LCAs. The question of whether or not the maximal
measure is unique was also posed. In [11], the author generalized the
results obtained in [2] to any LCAs with bipermutative local rules.
In this short paper we answer the questions raised in [2, 11].
Mainly we want to generalize the LCA to an asymmetric LCA and the
uniform Bernoulli measure to any Bernoulli measure (but not necessarily uniform). We compute the measure entropy of the onedimensional LCA Tf A-l,rE , generated by a bipermutative local rule
f Ix-l , … , xr M  ⁄ri-l ai xi Hmod mL, acting on the space of all doubly-

infinite sequences with values in a finite ring m , (m ¥ 2 and
l, r œ + ), with respect to a Bernoulli measure on 
m defined by any
probability vector. We show that the following equation is satisfied:
m-1

h mp JTf A-l,rE N  -Hl + rL ‚ pi log pi ,
i0

where h mp JTf A-l,rE N is the measure entropy of the one-dimensional
LCA Tf A-l,rE with respect to the Bernoulli measure mp on 
m defined

by the probability vector p  Ip0 , p1 , … , pm-1 M.

2. Preliminaries

Let m  80, 1, … , m - 1< Hm ¥ 2L be a ring of the integers modulo
m and 
m be the space of all doubly-infinite sequences x 

Hxn L¶
n-¶ œ m and xn œ m . A CA can be defined as a homomor
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Hxn L¶
n-¶ œ m and xn œ m . A CA can be defined as a homomor

phism 
m with product topology. The shift s : m Ø m defined by

Hs xLi  xi+1 is a homeomorphism of the compact metric space 
m.


A CA is a continuous map, which commutes with s, T : 
m Ø m

defined by HT xLi  f Ixi-l , … , xi+r M, where f : r+l+1
Ø m is a given
m
local rule or map. Favati et al. [4] have stated that a local rule f is linear (or additive) if and only if it can be written as
r

f Ix-l , … , xr M  ‚ ai xi Hmod mL,

(1)

i-l

where at least one of the ai is nonzero. We consider the one-dimensional LCA Tf A-l, rE determined by the local rule f :
HT xL = Hyn L¶
n-¶ ,
r

yn = f Ixn-l , … , xn+r M  ⁄ ai xn+i Hmod mL,

(2)

i-l

where a-l , … , ar œ m .
We use the notation Tf A-l, rE for the LCA map defined in equation (2) to emphasize the local rule f and the numbers -l and r.
The notion of a permutative CA was first introduced by Hedlund
Ø m is given in equation (1),
in [1]. If the linear local rule f : r+l+1
m
then it is permutative in the j th variable if and only if gcdIa j , mM  1,
where gcd denotes the greatest common divisor. A local rule f is said
to be right (respectively, left) permutative if gcdHar , mL  1
(respectively, gcdIa-l , mM  1). It is said that f is bipermutative if it is
both left and right permutative.

3. The Measure Entropy of the One-Dimensional Linear Cellular
Automata

In this section we study the measure entropy of the LCA defined in
equation (2) with respect to any Bernoulli measure. In order to state
our result, we first recall necessary definitions and theorems (see [5]
and [12] for details).
Let a  8A1 , … , An < and b  8B1 , … , Bm < be two measurable
finite partitions of X, then their join is the partition
a Ó b  9Ai › B j : i  1, … , n; j  1, … , m=.
Also, T -1 a is the partition 9T -1 A1 , … , T -1 An =.
Complex Systems, 18 © 2009 Complex Systems Publications, Inc.
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Definition 1. Let HX, , m, TL be a measure-theoretical dynamical
system and let a be a measurable partition of X. The partition a is
T -k a  .
called a strong generator if Ó¶
k0
Definition 2. Let

a be a measurable partition of X. The quantity

H m HaL  - ‚ mHAL log mHAL
Aœa

is called the entropy of the partition a. Let a be a partition with finite
entropy, then the quantity
1
n-1
h m Ha, TL  lim H m
T -i a
nØ¶ n
i0

Ó

is called the entropy of a with respect to T. The quantity
h m HTL  sup 9h m Ha, TL : a is a partition with H m HaL < ¶=
a

is called the measure entropy of HX, , m, TL, that is, the entropy of T
(with respect to m).
Theorem 1. ([5], Theorem 4.18). If T is a measure-preserving transformation (but not necessarily invertible) of the probability space
HX, , mL and if  is a finite subalgebra of  with Ó¶
T -k a  B,
k0

then h m HTL  h m Ha, TL.

In order to apply entropy theory to a one-dimensional LCA over
the ring m (m ¥ 2), we must define the s-algebra  and the
Bernoulli measure m :  Ø @0, 1D. In symbolic dynamical systems, it is
well known that this s-algebra  is generated by thin cylinder sets
C a Aj0 , j1 , … , js Ea+s  9x œ 
m : xa  j0 , … , xa+s  js =,
where j0 , j1 , … , js œ m .
Let Ip0 , p1 , … , pm-1 M be a probability vector. Recall that the
Bernoulli measure is defined by
mp HCL  mp Ia Aj0 , j1 , … , js Ea+s M  p j0 p j1 … p js ,
where p jk œ Ip0 , p1 , … , pm-1 M for all k  0, … , s.
See [5, 12] for the properties of the Bernoulli measure.
Let x be the zero-time partition of 
m : x  90 @iD : 0 § i < m=, where

 9x œ 
m : x0  i= is a cylinder set for all i, 0 § i < m. So, we
can state the partition x as
0 @iD

x  90 @0D, @1D, … ,0 @m - 1D=.
We now give the following lemma.
Complex Systems, 18 © 2009 Complex Systems Publications, Inc.
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We now give the following lemma.
Lemma 1. ([11], Lemma 3.4). Suppose that f Ix-l , … , xr M 
⁄ri-l ai xi Hmod mL is a bipermutative local rule and x is a partition of

m given by equation (3), then the partition x is a strong generator

for the one-dimensional LCA generated by local rule f .
Evidently, if the Bernoulli measure is not uniform, then for
all measurable cylinder sets C of configurations the equation
mp JTf-1A-l,rE HCLN  mp HCL cannot be satisfied.

For example, let f Ix-1 , x0 , x1 M  x-1 + x0 + x1 Hmod 2L. Let mp be
1
4

the Bernoulli measure defined by probability vector p  J ,

3
N.
4

Then

we have
mp JTf-1@-1,1D I0 @1DMN =
mp H-1 @111D ‹-1 @001D ‹-1 @010D ‹-1 @100DL =
28
3
≠  mp I0 @1DM.
64
4
Thus, the CA Tf @-1,1D is not a measure-preserving transformation
with respect to the Bernoulli measure mp .
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Our purpose here is to compute the measure entropy of a bipermutative LCA
with respect to an arbitrary Bernoulli measure.
Theorem 2. Let mp be a Bernoulli measure defined by the probability
vector p  Ipi M. Assume that Tf A-l,rE is a LCA with the bipermutative

local

rule

f Ix-l , … , xr M  ⁄ri-l ai xi Hmod mL.

Then

we

get

h mp JTf A-l,rE N  -Hl + rL ⁄m-1
i0 pi log pi .
Proof. By Lemma 1 we can calculate the measure entropy of the onedimensional LCA by means of the Kolmogorov|Sinai theorem ([5],
Theorem 4.18), namely, h mp JTf A-l,rE N  h mp JTf A-l,rE , xN. Let x be the
zero-time partition of 
m : x  90 @iD : 0 § i < m=, where

0 @iD



9x œ
: x0  i= is a cylinder set for all i, 0 § i < m. So, we can state
the strong partition x as

m

x  90 @0D,0 @1D, … ,0 @m - 1D=.
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From the definition of entropy we have
m-1

H mp HxL  - ‚ pi log pi .
i0

From Theorem 1 we have
h mp JTf A-l,rE N = lim

nØ¶

1

= lim

nØ¶

1
n

n-1

Tf-kA-l,rE x
Ó
k0

H mp

H mp 99x œ 
m : x-n l  i-n l , … , xn r  in r = :

n

1
i-n l , … , in r œ m = = - lim
nØ¶n
m-1
‚

pi-n l pi-n l+1 … pin r log pi-n l pi-n l+1 … pin r .

i-n l ,… in l 0

It is easy to prove by induction that the sum on the right-hand side is
equal to
m-1

Hn Hl + rL + 1L ‚ pi log pi .
i0

Thus we have
h mp P JTf A-l,rE N = - lim

nØ¶

1
n

m-1

Hn Hl + rL + 1L ‚ pi log pi
i0

m-1

= -Hl + rL ‚ pi log pi . ·
i0
Example 1.

Let

f Ix-2 , … , x3 M  3 x-2 + 4 x-1 + 2 x0 + 3 x1 + 6 x2 +

5 x3 Hmod 8L. Let mp be the Bernoulli measure on 
8 defined by the
probability vector
p

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
, , , ,
,
,
,
.
4 4 8 8 16 16 16 16

Then we have h mp ITf @-2,3D M  13.75.

Complex Systems, 18 © 2009 Complex Systems Publications, Inc.
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A Bernoulli measure on 
m is uniform if the measure of any onedimensional cylinder is equal to

1
.
m

From [11] we have the following

result.
Let mp be the uniform Bernoulli measure on 
m and
f Ix-l , ... , xr M  ⁄ri-l ai xi Hmod mL, where f @-l, rD is bipermutative.
Remark 1.

Then the measure entropy of the one-dimensional LCA Tf A-l,rE with
respect to mp is equal to log mIl+rM .
of

One of the fundamental invariants in ergodic theory is the notion
entropy, both topological and measure-theoretical. Let

h mp JTf A-l,rE N be the measure entropy of one-dimensional LCA Tf A-l,rE
with

respect

to

mp .

A

probability

measure

mp

satisfying

h mp JTf A-l,rE N  htop JTf A-l,rE N is said to be the measure of maximal
entropy [2, 5, 7, 11], where the quantity htop JTf A-l,rE N is the topological entropy of the LCA Tf A-l,rE . In information theory, it is known
that these measures carry the maximal amount of information of the
system. From Example 1, if the measure mp is chosen as the uniform
Bernoulli measure, then h mp ITf @-2,3D M  htop ITf @-2,3D M  15 (see [2,
9, 11]). Therefore, we conclude that the value 15 is the maximal
amount of information that can be carried by the uniform Bernoulli
measure mp . But, the amount of information carried by the Bernoulli
measure defined by the probability vector in equation (4) is 13.75
bits.
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